History of Wolves in Yellowstone
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Species such as the Grey Wolf have roamed the area that we now
call Yellowstone National Park for hundreds of years. However, in
more recent times, their populations have been greatly diminished.
Why is this happening? It is due mainly to human intervention that
happened during the westward expansion throughout the 1800s.
When settlers started to move west and set up farms and places for
livestock such as cows and sheep to live, the expansion drove the
natural prey of the wolf such as deer out of the area. As a result, the
wolves turned to preying on the farmers’ livestock, killing off the
cows and sheep for food. Enraged by this, settlers started finding
ways to retaliate against the wolves and kill them off so that their
livestock could flourish.
In fact, a profession called “Wolf hunting” even popped up. These
hunters would use weapons such as poison, traps, and guns in
order to kill as many wolves as possible. This was a lucrative
business, with skilled hunters being paid large sums of money
from farmers who wanted nothing more than the wolves gone
from their area.

Wolves are a keystone species. A keystone species is a species
that is integral to the livelihood of the whole ecosystem. When that
species suffers losses, the entire ecosystem suffers in a kind of
chain reaction. In the case of the Yellowstone wolves, they are the
natural predators of the deer and elk that live in the park. When the
wolves suffered significant losses due to human intervention, the
populations of deer and elk greatly increased due to the absence of
a natural predator. In turn, the populations of the plants that the elk
and deer eat decreased because too many elk and deer were
eating them. Since many other animals also live off the vegetation,
they are negatively affected by the decrease in vegetation. In
addition, animals that are scavengers and eat the carcasses of
animals that other predators such as vultures and coyotes have
killed now had fewer carcasses to feast on due to the lack of
wolves. This also brought their populations down.
This concept of one species having effects on the others is
something that people a hundred years ago did not understand.
Not knowing the consequences of their actions, they recklessly
killed wolves, thinking only that killing them would save their
livestock. Between 1914 and 1926, more than 136 wolves were
eliminated from Yellowstone. Soon after, it was reported that
there were no wolf packs remaining in the area. By around
1950, wolves were nearly extinct throughout the continental
United States.
Nevertheless, wolf populations eventually started to recover. In
1973, Congress passed the Endangered Species Act, which stated
that any species categorized as endangered based on its
population would be protected and the hunting of that species
would be illegal. It also stated that efforts had to be made in order
to restore these species to non-endangered levels. As every kind of
wolf fell within this category, states started to make efforts in order
to restore wolf populations.

A modern wolf hunter standing over a kill
Why was this killing of animals allowed? When Yellowstone was
first founded in 1872, the laws in place stated that animals should
not be eradicated in the ways that the wolves were being removed.
People did not understand the ways in which the animals interacted
in the food web existing in Yellowstone. In particular, they were
unaware of how big of a role the wolves played in the hierarchy of
the food web.

Some states implemented a program of relocating wolves back into
Yellowstone in 1991. State researchers began by creating small,
one-acre enclosed areas where they could closely observe the
wolves and their interactions with their future pack-mates and the
environment. After deciding that they were ready to start
introducing wolves into Yellowstone, these researchers proceeded
to capture wolves from the neighboring area in Canada and flew
them to the US. They used metal boxes as pictured below in order
to release the wolves.
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Researchers carrying a metal box containing a wolf in order to
relocate the wolf to Yellowstone
In order to properly document and keep track of the relocated
wolves, researchers outfitted each wolf with a radio collar. This
would allow the researchers to keep track of each individual wolf at
all times. They could make sure that the wolf was not wandering
away and was remaining, as hoped, with its pack.
Over time, the wolf populations started to rebound. In January
1995, there were only 14 wolves that had been introduced to
Yellowstone, but by the end of that same month there were a total
of 42 introduced wolves. The wolves were healthy, and ranged from
around 70 to 130 pounds, and were between 9 months and 5 years
of age. As wolves were continually added from Canada, the
populations in Yellowstone started to come closer and closer to
stable levels. Starting from 0, the Yellowstone populations peaked
at nearly 200 in 2003, and they remain stable at around 100 today
and around 6,000 in the lower 48 states.

Graph depicting wolf populations in Yellowstone (Blue)
from 1995 to 2015
Unfortunately, recent events have once again put wolves in peril.
Before western settlers moved into the wolves’ area and started to
thin their populations, their habitat extended for thousands of miles.
And although their populations in Yellowstone have started to
recover, they still live in only a tiny part of where they used to live.
So, many researchers and experts were shocked when the Trump
administration stripped the wolves of their endangered status, just
last year. Interior Secretary David Bernhardt stated that the
relocation plan to move the wolves back had been wildly successful
and it was time to remove them from the endangered list. This
decision sparked outrage among conservationists, and the
president of Defenders of Wildlife began planning to sue the US
Fish and Wildlife Services. Some observers have said that
Bernhardt’s decision was due partly to the spread of misinformation
and an ongoing stigma against wolves—wolves have been unfairly
regarded as dangerous villains for years.
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